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Abstract

Purpose –The purpose of this study is to explore how lesson study (LS) can be transitioned to an onlinemode,
with the purpose to derive recommendations for performing online LS while being loyal to the defining
elements of a face-to-face LS.
Design/methodology/approach – A theoretical analysis into the core components and procedures of LS
resulted in five big ideas that capture essentials of LS. Using these big ideas, constraints were derived for online
LS and a pilot online LSwas performed. Data were collected on the process and teammembers’ reflections. The
experience in the pilot was mapped against the outcomes of the theoretical analysis.
Findings – Setting up close collaboration and the observation of the online lesson appeared to be the most
challenging issues. A set of recommendations in the form of do’s and don’ts was derived from the experience.
Practical implications – The set of recommendations can be applied by practitioners who face the
challenge of performing LS in an online environment, and can serve as a start for further research in
online LS.
Originality/value –The original contribution of the article is the combination of the theoretical analysis of LS
combined with the practical experience in the pilot. This gives rise to a framework that can help understanding
LS in general and online environments in particular.
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1. Introduction
As a result of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, the traditional approach of
lesson study (LS) was disrupted. Overnight, education shifted to the digital space due to
“lockdowns” making face-to-face meetings impossible. The usual on-site LS-approach
involves teacher teams participating in inquiry cycles of collaborative lesson planning to
explore a research question, teaching and “live” observing the resulting research lesson (RL)
with a focus on students’ learning, and then discussing implications for teaching and learning
(Lewis et al., 2012). Often a facilitator guides the team and helps eliciting new theories and
insights (Schipper et al., 2017). The latter is also often done by an expert, or so-called
“knowledgeable other” (Takahashi, 2014).

In 2016, de Vries et al. (2016) presented the Dutch LS-model, based on the model by
Stepanek et al. (2006) and the model by Dudley (2013). Lesson plans, observations and post-
lesson discussions are organized around so-called “case pupils” (Dudley, 2013). Subsequently,
“case pupils” and other students in the class are briefly interviewed after each RL to learn
their experience. Another distinguishing feature of the Dutch LS-model is the addition of a
trained facilitator and/or a knowledgeable other (de Vries et al., 2016).

To re-invent this blueprint of LS into an online format became a challenge to explore. Also,
we saw online teaching and learning rapidly developing, together with heavier technology
usage. We assume this change is a call for a different balance of teaching interventions and
pedagogy to be deployed in LS.

Studies on blended (Mahadewi and Teguh, 2017; Marsono, 2016) or fully online LS (Ayfer
Budak, 2012; Koutsouris et al., 2017; Sharma and Pang, 2015; Soto et al., 2019) are limited and
mainly reported practical issues, such as the need for a joint online working environment (like
Google Docs), and problems with online observing students. Regarding the latter, Koutsouris
et al. (2017) report the use of multiple cameras and carefully choosing the camera positions
surface as themost important issues in observation through video. Theywrite that observers
note that the lack of contextual information hinders the interpretation of the lesson. They also
found video conferencing to be quite smooth, meaning the absence of technical difficulties
and the presence of document sharing and a common whiteboard. Choppin et al. (2020) and
Skultety et al. (2017), addressed the use of video to support lesson observation in a
synchronous collaborative mode. Both mention the benefits of video for enabling closer
observation, partly because of the possibility for replay, and arrive at recommendations
regarding the length of sessions and the use of annotation software.

Huang et al. (2020) performed a Technology-assisted Lesson Study focussing on the
observation and post-lesson discussion, and remark the main merits are the removal of
practical barriers such as travel time, while keeping the benefits of collaboratively examining
student learning.

Because online LS-experiences are relatively limited and largely focus on practical issues
they do not help in re-inventing the blueprint of LS into a mode wherein a substantial part of
communication and teamwork is occurring online. It is important to think through and as
such better understand how a genuine LS can be maintained and supported in an online
environment.

In this article, we will address the challenge of re-inventing LS into a virtual mode and
report on the process of virtual teaming the Dutch Lesson Study consortium (LSNL)
undertook in trying out LS in a fully online environment.We explored how LS can be realized
in an online format using an online working environment and virtual tooling. A pilot LS-team
was set up, consisting of LSNL-experts and the teamwent through thewhole LS-process. The
following research questions were addressed:

(1) Is it possible to deploy the LS-process online and at the same time be loyal to the
defining elements of a face-to-face LS? (RQ1)
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(2) What are the merits and struggles of an online LS? What kind of online tooling and
platforms are available to support online collaboration, teaming and lesson
observation? (RQ2)

(3) Can we discern recommendations based on our experience? (RQ3)

In the following, we will first focus on identifying the defining elements of LS based on
literature as to formulate what is necessary in online LS. We searched for literature that
addressed the main features of LS and the various shapes it takes worldwide.

1.1 Defining elements of lesson study: identifying core components, procedures and big ideas
LS has internationally proven to be a popular approach to teacher professional development
(PD) (Xu and Pedder, 2014). Because of LSs popularity, its subsequent spread as well as the
necessary transfer to the digital space, we felt the need to vet out the defining elements of LS.
It can be assumed that LS has distinctive core features which need to be implemented with
fidelity, the extent to which core features, key elements, theoretical characteristics or
components of LS are implemented as intended (Murata, 2011). Adaptations to make LS fit
more closely to the (national) school context, must be in line with its fundamentals to avoid
weakening the potential efficacy of the original practice (Fujii, 2014; Hadfield and
Jopling, 2016).

Other authors in the field of LS havementioned or identified LS’s core, critical or necessary
components (Seleznyov, 2018), critical or essential features (Akiba et al., 2019; Cerbin and
Kopp, 2006; Takahashi and McDougal, 2016) or essential structures and stages (Bruce et al.,
2016) that may account for the working ingredients of LS (Murata, 2011). Basically, they all
boil down to a shared description of the following components, (1) consider (long-term) goals
for student learning and development; (2) plan RLs based on these goals; (3) during the RL,
carefully observe student learning and collect data on student learning and development; (4)
use these data to reflect on the lesson and on instructionmore broadly and (5) if desired, revise
and reteach the RL.

However, we could not find an unambiguous description of core, critical or necessary
components of LS in the literature, partly because several authors use slightly different
concepts such as “guiding principles”, “characteristics”, “key features” or “(core) features,
components, and procedures”. For the purpose of this paper, we define a core component as a
prominent, essential component of LS. Besides core components, we propose a distinction
between the core components of the LS-model, which are considered to be solid, and the
procedures, which vary according to context and are used to put those core components in
place. Enacting the RL by one teacher whilst others observe this lesson live, collecting
evidence of learning, is for example a core component, while observing and interviewing
selected “case pupils” are considered procedures.

Identifying and formulating LS as consisting of core components or critical features is not
enough to explain the deceivingly simple consecutive plan-do-check-act cycle by which LS is
often depicted. Thinking of LS only in core components or critical features will limit inquiry
and reflection about learning and teaching to just going through the motion of the building
blocks of the LS-cycle. Therefore, we introduce the notion of “big ideas” into the discussion of
LS’s working ingredients. Big ideas are pedagogically powerful because they offer direction
to educators in ways that enhance teaching and student learning (Mitchell et al., 2016).

So, what are the big ideas of LS? We will not claim an exhaustive answer to this question,
but we would like to propose a workable set, that serves our analysis of LS in the context of
assessing the process of taking LS online without harming its essentials. Based on LS-
literature, we derived the following five big ideas:

Online lesson
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(1) Big idea 1: The essence of LS is that teachers collaboratively perform research on their
lessons. Core to LS is that it is inquiry-focussed in order to systematically examine
student learning experiences, and the ways to reach this (Murata, 2011). This makes
LS a research activity for teachers (Murata, 2020).

(2) Big idea 2: LS involves combining practical knowledge and external knowledge. This
entails the study of relevant material, like in the Japanese kyouzai kenkyuu, (Sarkar
Arani, 2017), literature and input from experts (e.g. Takahashi, 2014). LS team
members bring in their practical knowledge and study how the two interact.

(3) Big idea 3: LS is about learning from students’ learning. The goal of LS is to improve
student learning and experiences for better outcomes. Essential in the inquiry process
of LS is to scrutinize how teaching affects the learning process (Dudley, 2013; Murata,
2011). As the practitioner focusses on the goals for learning and development, the
capturing of data as a proof of learning (processes) should concern exactly that: how
does student learning take place?

(4) Big idea 4: LS is a collaborative effort by teachers. Teachers engage in intensive
professional dialogue wherein they discuss their own practice theory, the outcomes of
the study of materials and the curriculum, and when designing the learning
experiences for student learning. In all writings the collaborative nature of LS is
emphasized in order to sustain joint knowledge creation and spreading of that
knowledge (e.g. Takahashi and Yoshida, 2004).

(5) Big idea 5: LS requires repeated cycles of research lessons. LS’s goal is not to arrive at
a “perfect” lesson, but rather to unravel the teaching and learning process in the
setting of an actual lesson situation. This inquiry process entails the cyclical design of
lessons in order to identify the interaction between teaching and learning (e.g.
Amador andWeiland, 2015; Chikamori et al., 2013; Fujii, 2014; Lewis, 2016; Seleznyov,
2018).

The big ideas as presented here, serve as lenses through which we can make sense of the
“translation” of an on-site version of LS to online LS-activities that capture LSs’ essentials and
to derive design criteria for online LS environments.

2. Method
Weused a theoretical analysis of collaborative online learning environments combinedwith a
case study of a fully online LS-pilot. The results of the theoretical analysis were matched to
the big ideas of LS, providing a basis for answering RQ1. RQ2was addressed by performing a
pilot LS cycle as a case study, and reviewing the process based on session recordings and
team members’ reflective logs. Using these data, we created a reconstruction of the LS-
process and the RL to assess the features and characteristics of online LS in our attempt to do
justice to the defining elements of LS. Answering RQ3was done by combining the theoretical
analysis and our case study experiences by deriving recommendations for online LS.

3. Results
Sections 3.1–3.3 present the analysis of collaborative online learning environments and how
this answers RQ1. Section 3.4 presents the reconstruction of LS cycle in the case study
performed to address RQ2. The combination of these sets of results leads us to answer RQ3 in
the conclusions.
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3.1 Collaborative online learning environments
The study of collaborative online learning environments is part of the field of computer-
supported collaborative learning (CSCL). CSCL addresses learning environments where
students work online in a shared environment, using tools such as video-conferencing, chat
and shared representations. Various frameworks were created to describe, understand, and
shape the learning processes in this field, including knowledge building (Scardamalia and
Bereiter, 2006) and communities of inquiry (CoI, Fiock, 2020), both stressing the importance of
community building.Within the knowledge building community, also the importance of joint
knowledge representation is stressed. As a consequence, in CSCL, knowledge advancement is
seen as a community effort, leading to the iterative improvement of ideas. Finally, in both
frameworks, existing, authoritative information coming from literature, experts or other
sources is constructively used in the knowledge advancement process.

Since the development of CSCL environments, many general purpose tools were released
that can support online collaboration and the building of joint knowledge artefacts (Bouton
et al., 2021; Harasim, 2000). Examples are Google Docs for creating joint texts and
representations, various online conferencing tools that allow for sharing of screens
and collaborative work. Hu (2015) reports on the use of such tools for virtual team
building and stresses the importance of collaborative artefacts as well as attention for active
team building, including the acknowledgement of team members’ geographical and cultural
diversity. Hu also stresses explicit attention for supportive communication and conflict
resolution to form successful teams which requires explicit management of communication
and innovative use of available technologies, such as the comment feature in Google Docs.

Larson et al. (2017) distinguish asynchronous, synchronous and management features of
the tools. Asynchronous tools, such as file sharing and discussion boards, have a function in
building common representations. Synchronous features (e.g. video conferencing and screen
sharing) support real-time communication and collaborative content creation. Finally,
management functions are needed for archiving and monitoring of progress. Many online
tools offer one or more of these features. In practice, teams will often collaborate using a suite
of tools to support the various functions needed.

3.2 Online tooling for lesson study
LS can be characterized as a collaborative and reflective practice around a classroom-based
problem or issue the team members mutually agreed upon. Similarities can be identified
between the major aspects of CSCL and LS. The first big idea, LS being a research activity,
touches directly on main ideas in CoI, seeing learning as inquiry. The second big idea,
combining practical and external knowledge hooks clearly into ideas of constructivism as
advocated in knowledge building (see Scardamalia and Bereiter, 2006). The fourth big idea is
core to the CSCL approaches we discussed here, explicitly present in the CoI framework. The
third and fifth big ideas do not match with known CSCL approaches as explicitly as the other
three, as they are very specific to LS. So, how can we use online environments to sustain all
five big ideas and the way they are elaborated in a LS cycle?

Linking the main issues of CSCL and knowledge building and the major characteristics of
LS, we can see that CSCL and its associated tools should be able to support LS in a virtual
mode. Participating in a LS-team means working on a shared research question, designing a
RL, using resources, holding constructive and reflective professional dialogues, as well as
enacting and observing the RL focussing on students’ learning. As a consequence, we can
enumerate a number of elements that an online environment sustaining LS should provide:

(1) Shared representations. In order to keep track of the joint work, the online
environment provides a place where the research question, ideas, partial and
complete products can be shared such that the representation is visible and editable
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by all. A simple solution is provided by Google Docs or similar shared document-
editing tools (Larson et al., 2017). More advanced tools such as shared concept maps
or planning tools also fall in this category.

(2) Platform for free and open discussion. Free and open discussion is essential for LS.
Participants should have equal opportunity to contribute to the dialogue as guided by
the LS-facilitator (see also Hu, 2015). In a synchronous mode, a video-conferencing
tool can be used; in a asynchronous mode, a discussion platform can function.

(3) Online access to resources. Literature and materials used to design the RL can be
stored and retrieved in a shared online archive.

(4) Performing and observing the RL. The modality of the RL determines its enactment
and observation. When the RL is enacted fully online, observers can enter the virtual
classroom, and observation of students can be a challenge. When the RL is on-site,
online observation is possible via live streams or watching a video at another time.

3.3 Embedding lesson study in a virtual mode: online lesson study
In this section we provide a tentative answer to RQ1 by discussing how the LS-cycle can be
implemented in an online environment; we will focus on the expected differences between
face-to-face and online LS.We do so by following the five big ideas and exploring the ways in
which these ideas can be realized in an online environment.

3.3.1 Big idea 1: teachers collaboratively perform research on their lessons. Usually, LS
starts with considering goals for student learning, deciding on a mutually agreed learning
problem or issue, resulting in a research question. This process requires the construction of a
joint knowledge base. We can draw upon the knowledge building paradigm where joint
representations of shared knowledge play a key role (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 2006).
Nowadays, many online environments provide excellent tools to benefit from in this
knowledge building process, offering shared editable documents, allowing note taking,
exchanging ideas, hypotheses and resources to become a collaborative effort. In an online LS,
such tools can be used to create and maintain the shared focus on the problem, the research
question and all the arguments that team members contribute.

3.3.2 Big idea 2: combining practical knowledge and external knowledge. The RL is planned
and developed around goals for student learning and development, case-pupils are selected,
and their behaviour is predicted as a preparation for observation in the RL. Apart from the
professional dialogue, this entails finding and using resources, literature and input of
knowledgeable others. This requires support for co-design and co-construction, such as
offered by shared editing environments, as well as access to relevant literature. As noted
above, the online environment allows keeping an eye on these multiple sources: research
questions, literature, its synthesis, as well as the ongoing lesson design.

In online LS, external knowledge in the form of resources or literature can be managed
synchronously and asynchronously. Care should be taken for engaging a knowledgeable
other in the environment (Takahashi, 2014), who in the Dutch LS-model takes part in the
design of the lesson (de Vries et al., 2016).

3.3.3 Big idea 3: learning from students’ learning. In an on-site LS, team members collect
data on student learning by observing students closely. If the team remains online (i.e. does
not have the opportunity to attend the live lesson) observation takes place using digital
means and observers can join in the online learning environment. In case of a live RL, video
recordings form a possible means of observation, in addition to recording students’ online
work, for instance when they work on a computer. In both cases, observing student learning
is a challenge and will need creative collection of data and observations. In an online
environment, students tend to be less verbal and outspoken partly due to concurrent
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communication being impossible in online environments. The question is therefore how to
detect students’ behaviour via a screen, even if the camera is on. This is especially the case in
full classrooms. In breakout sessions, observers can join in and are able to experience the
student activities and track the joint work by the students.

Using video observation, when the number of cameras is limited, close observation of
individual students will be impossible, especially “looking over a student’s shoulder” is not
feasible. Another drawback is that possibly observers, who cannot be present in the
classroom, will be less connected to the lesson, especially when the lesson is recorded and the
observation takes place at a later stage (Koutsouris et al., 2017).

Connectedness is especially important in the debriefing process, where the LS-team
reflects and discusses the data and observations collected, and plans possible adaptations to
the RL. Such discussions can best be held with the data and observations of the RL fresh in
mind, hence without a long pause between the end of the lesson and the start of the post-
lesson discussion. In online conditions, this poses a serious problem. A possible technical
solution could be to stream the lesson, preferably with multiple cameras. In an online
environment, the lesson can then be evaluated at a distance.

3.3.4 Big idea 4: a collaborative effort by teachers. Collaboration requires shared
representations, and an open way of communication. In this regard, the role of a facilitator
becomes important in order to guarantee an effective and equal contribution of all team
members. More than in a face-to-face setting the facilitator’s task in supporting the
communication is to ensure that all participants receive speaking time and are able to
contribute to the joint work being created in the online environment. Also, smooth and
effortless technology is a necessity. In a videomeeting a poor connection or not being familiar
with the technology used can exclude team members from the discussion.

Typically, online meetings tend to be shorter than face-to-face gatherings; staying on-
task and focussed is much harder than in real life. This yields the risk that the content of
the meeting focusses on planning issues and the division of work. This would damage
the collaborative nature of LS and turn it into a co-operative project. It will be the
facilitator’s role and responsibility to keep the meetings’ dialogue focussed on the
research question, the inquiry stance that goes with it, and to keep track of new insights
and (practical) theories.

3.3.5 Big idea 5: LS requires repeated cycles of research lessons. In an online post-lesson
discussion, it is important that every team member provides a reflection on the lesson. The
facilitators task is to give every teammember a turn to provide their report uninterrupted, as
is the case in on-site LS. During this phase and the discussion that follows, observation notes
and recordings can be shared, which can serve as input for the next LS cycle.

3.4 Pilot with online lesson study
In April 2020, one month after the Dutch government announced that schools should be
closed and should switch to online education and all workers were asked to work from home
whenever possible, a LS-team consisting of seven LSNL-participants started a fully online LS.
This case studywas designed to address RQ2 into themerits and struggles of an online LS. In
total, the team held eight weekly sessions of 60–90 min. Six were used to plan the RL and one
was a reflection session after the enacted lesson and onewas a reflection on thewhole process.
One participant acted as the facilitator and one participant was the knowledgeable other on
online learning. One participant was a secondary school math teacher who taught his
students online. Most sessions were attended by a LS-expert who acted as a quiet observer
and critical friend. Notes and minutes were collected as well as participants’ reflection notes.
For each meeting, the notes were consulted and the aspects that the team deemed important
were highlighted.
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Meeting 1: this meeting centred around the mode of LS by discussing questions like
“Which adaptations are needed to perform LS online. Which tools can we use? How do we
collect data? How do we observe? To what extent can we see what students do/learn in an
online LS?”. Problems with logging into the online environment (Microsoft Teams) impacted
the flow of the discussion. Participants noted that due to inexperience with online tooling and
the many factors to take into account, it was difficult to structure the session. Also,
simultaneously designing the lesson and thinking about the online LS-format stretched our
creativity.

Meeting 2: in this meeting, decisions were made regarding the online platform for
collaboration (i.e. Zoom) and for enacting the RL (i.e. MSTeams). The latter because the school
of the teacher only used this. For each step in the LS-cycle the team decided what could be
done online and what not. This stressed the importance of an online shared space (Google
Docs was chosen) for defining the research question, engaging with theory, work on the
design of the lesson and selecting the case-pupils. The conclusion was that online LS should
be feasible, nonetheless the team foresaw problems with observing the online RL.

Meeting 3: the RL was planned and issues that might arise while conducting an online
lesson were discussed. The dialogue focussed on how to interpret differences between
student learning in an online LS. The team concluded that a dashboard (all students visible in
one screen) would be useful to see how students actually participate.

Meeting 4: in the fourth meeting, the team continued with lesson preparation and
planning. An e-learning tool (Meesterplan, 2020) was introduced by one of the members and
case-pupil selection was prepared. Meesterplan is a tool developed to support teachers to
design versatile detailed theory-based lesson plans and data-driven team/seating plans,
thereby enabling differentiated and co-operative learning in a time-efficient manner. For this
lesson, the functionality to monitor the individual student progression during an online
formative test was explored in an online co-operative learning setting. Meesterplan was
employed to serve as a kind of dashboard to monitor student progress during the online RL.
As a criterion for case-pupil selection, the team decided on usual classroom behaviour:
categories were “usually silent”, “impulsive” and “thoughtful”. It was decided to develop a
script of how interaction patterns take place during the lesson.

Prior to the 5th meeting, research literature about online student activation was read by
the team, this felt as a necessity by the participants, because most decisions seemed to be
based on “gut feeling”.

Meeting 5: in this meeting, the team discussed whether they were still on track regarding
the formulated research question. An abundance of research literaturewasmade available by
the knowledgeable other. “Gut feelings”, such as the need for joint representations, were
confirmed by several studies (e.g. Hu, 2015). The lesson planwas still not finished after the 5th
meeting and technical issues with the online tool resulted in a tentative decision not to use it.
Teacher input about the RLwas collected, but decisions about the lesson design/plan still had
to be made.

Between the 5th meeting and 6th meeting, the teacher participant finished the lesson plan.
The plan entailed that students would work in groups in separate online channels on practice
problems in mathematics, preparing for a test. UsingMeesterplan, the teacher would be able
to see individual student progress on these problems and enter students’ group channels if
groups were apparently struggling with the given problem.

Meeting 6: the teacher participant presented the lesson script while other team members
gave feedback and consequently the team collaboratively finalized the lesson plan. Also, the
teacher presented a final choice for the case-pupils and observers were appointed a student to
observe without knowing what type of student he/she would observe. Practical issues were
discussed on recording the lesson, the use of cameras and an observation schedule.
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After the 6th meeting an observation scheme was developed on the online platform.
Observation forms were exchanged and were discussed via e-mail. The RL was conducted
online as planned. The teacher reported that switching between the MS Teams breakout
groups was very intensive and was hard to combine with keeping an eye on the Meesterplan
dashboard. Observers reported difficulties with students not turning their camera on and the
group chat being invisible for them.

Meeting 7: a post-lesson discussion took place 15 min after the enacted online RL. The
team exchanged experiences and observations of the online session and the first draft of
recommendations of online LS formulated. Main discussion points were problems with
observation and the difficulties the teacher had performing the lesson as intended. Possible
changes to the lesson were discussed, but, due to practical circumstances, there was no
opportunity to re-teach the lesson.

Meeting 8: a reflection meeting was held five days after the RL. The team indicated that
they did not feel the lesson really was a joint product, but rather created by the teacher. Also,
they extensively discussed the role of the facilitator, who intensively managed the structure
of the discussion, keeping a balance between giving space for the discussion andmaintaining
focus. Also, the use of the monitoring functionality ofMeesterplan for this purpose during an
online lesson was evaluated.

4. Discussion and conclusion
In this final section, we return to the research questions. Regarding RQ1, we performed a
theoretical analysis of both LS and online learning and combined the two into requirements
for LS in a virtual mode. The theoretical analysis resulted in five big ideas that, in our opinion,
characterize LSs essentials. Matching these ideas to the literature on collaborative online
learning environments showed that in principle these essentials can be honoured by smart
use of available tools to support online collaboration. With respect to RQ2, the reported case
study showed that online LS is feasible, based on these requirements and provides valuable
insights on how to conduct LS in the circumstances where on-site meetings are impossible.

The main results of both the theoretical analysis and the case study are summarized in
Table 1. The five big ideas were taken as the organizing principle for both the analysis and
presenting the findings from the case study.

Although the team struggled with a number of technical issues and needed some time to
obtain a set of online tools that was workable, these issues were resolved during the process.
Many of the experiences match the findings by the literature we reviewed in the pursuit of
RQ1, such as the need for supportive communication (Hu, 2015) and shared knowledge
representations (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 2006). However, as becomes clear from Table 1,
issues regarding the collaborative aspect and the lesson observations remained unsolved.
The meetings were mainly used for exchange of ideas and for planning, but hardly for actual
collaborative work on the RL. This affected joint ownership of the designed lesson and the
way students were selected for observation. Also, lesson observation in an online
environment proved to be a main challenge. Both issues had some impact on the quality of
the enacted LS.

RQ3 is answered by combining the outcomes of the first two questions into concrete
recommendations:

(1) Ensure all participants are familiar with the technology. Lack of a smooth working
platform will seriously hinder the level of collaboration needed for LS. This includes
video-conferencing tools and tools for shared development.

(2) In an early stage, consider the options for recording the RL, and discuss with the
team what the goal of such recordings is, related to the research question. This will
help in choosing the most suitable option.

Online lesson
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(3) Plan ample time. At least 90 min per session.

(4) Like in face-to-face LS, take time for the team members to get to know each other,
buildmutual trust and discuss expectations. In online environments it is tempting to
skip this because of time constraints, but do not fall in this rabbit hole.

(5) For the purpose of a professional dialogue where all teammembers have reciprocity,
the facilitator should explicitly give turns to team members to express their
contribution and structure the dialogue by advance organisers and verbal prompts.

(6) Ensure that the research question is always visible, e.g. in the chat window or in an
online document.

(7) During the planning of the lesson, take into account how student learning can be
observed, e.g. by planning for smaller breakout groups.

Big idea Theoretical analysis Case study experience

(1) The essence of LS is that
teachers perform research
on their lessons

Online discussion and shared
representation of research
questions is essential.
Technological hurdles should be
avoided. Facilitator role is
important for ensuring equal input
from all members

Lack of technological smoothness
hindered discussion at the start.
Facilitator’s role proved essential.
Shared representations proved
helpful in keeping focus

(2) LS involves combining
practical knowledge and
external knowledge

Sources of external knowledge are
available and used as input,
practical knowledge often from the
team itself. Resources are available
and explicitly discussed

The team started from “gut feelings”
on online learning based on their
own practice. In a later stage these
were substantiated by literature and
an analysis by the knowledgeable
other

(3) Lesson study is about
learning from students’
learning

Focus of the research is on
observing student behaviour.
Selecting case-pupils, predicting
their behaviour and close
observation of these students needs
special preparation in an online
environment

Online observation was feasible in
small student groups. However,
because student cameras were not
on as a rule it was hard to attribute
behaviour to students. This made
observation difficult

(4) Lesson study is a
collaborative effort by
teachers

The facilitator needs to ensure that
participants receive speaking time
and contribute to the joint work
created in the online environment.
Risk of shorter meetings resulting
in division of work rather than
collaborating

Meetings were held in a
collaborative fashion, with open
discussion and equal input from the
participants. However, due to
shorter meeting times, the actual
work was often divided and
performed outside the meetings.
This led to the observation that the
lesson was not seen as a joint
product. Similarly, case-pupil
selection was not done jointly, but
by the teacher

(5) LS requires repeated
cycles of research lessons

The post-lesson discussion is the
place for reflection and redesign
followed by a new enactment of the
lesson. Open discussion and joint
fine-tuning is essential

Post-lesson discussion was held in
an open atmosphere, reflecting on
both the lesson and the online LS
process. Due to time constraints a
second performance of the lesson
was not possible

Table 1.
Summary of theoretical
analysis and
experience from the
pilot LS
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(8) Ensure this is a collaborative design enterprise. Due to distance and limited online
time, it is tempting to just divide tasks and do themain part of the design offline. Try
to avoid that.

(9) Use a tool for synchronous co-design, such as Google docs or the Teamswhiteboard.

(10) In observing the lesson, use two screens, one for observation, one for notes

(11) Plan ample time for reflection. One session directly after the lesson (allow for a short
break) and one later to reflect on the process.

In conclusion, we explored translating LS to an online LS-mode and were able to extract
critical aspects to optimize the online LS-procedure. The online LS supported planning,
design, enactment and evaluation of the online high school math-lesson. This planned math
RLwill be described in a separate paper. Experiences like the one reported here can contribute
to the general body of knowledge related to online LS. This can benefit the LS community not
only in the current times of lockdown and pandemic but also in supporting LS in situations
where practical circumstances, such as distance, limit the possibility of face-to-face meetings.
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